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Refined Lady
A NY bred  filly by Freud, foaled on April 8, 2014

Dosage Profile (DP) = 6-1-9-0-0 (16)

Dosage Index (DI) = 2.56

Center of Distribution (CD) = .81

REFINED LADY impressed us from the first moment as a strong good-sized 
2YO filly with a great attitude and a smart head. 

She is by Freud who has been the top sire in New York for many years and 
out of the Robert & Beverly Lewis bred mare named Limelighter by Seeking 
The Gold who has been an outstanding broodmare sire – one of the most 
successful and expensive in recent history.  Limelighter is the daughter of 
Miraloma, stakes winner and grand-daughter of Stick to Beauty who 
produced five stakes winners and two graded stakes winners.  Refined Lady 
has direct female ancestry to four Grade 1 winners incl. Point of Entry (G1), 
Tale of Ekati (G1), Pine Island (G1), and Violence (G1).  She has a 4 x 5 cross 
with Northern Dancer and a 5 x 5 cross with Hail To Reason, both of whom 
are highly influential stallions.  We love everything about her pedigree but 
more importantly, we love everything about this filly.

This is one of the best value options we have ever offered, especially for a 
2YO already in training. She is at Belmont Park being trained by Pat Quick to 
race on the NY circuit (Saratoga, Belmont and Aqueduct). 

As a NY bred, she is eligible for the lucrative purses offered by the NY bred 
races. In training since January, she is expected to start racing in the fall.

Trainer:   Patrick J. Quick

Racing Circuit:   New York

Price includes all maintenance costs through the end of the current quarter (9/31/2015)
Please note that prices increase quarterly to reflect the additional costs incurred for the previous quarter.

Price: $82,900 Own each one percent (1%) for $829


